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Hello from Your on
n the Street Reporter. Today, I paid a visit to the Washington Monument,
located on the National Mall in Washington, DC and depicted in Figure 1.
1 Its prominence on this
city’s skyline is due to the height restrictions placed on buildings located within the District of
Columbia. Washington has one of the most distinctive and beautiful skylines of any city in the
world.

Figure 1. The Washington Monument.

Room with a View
The
he top room of the Washington Monument is one place in DC you do not want to miss on your
visit to this city. The views are spectacular.
To acquaint you with this part of the Capital, we will execute a 360o panoramic view from the
top of the monument, the top-most
top
room. A yellow circle in Figure 2 identifies the location of
the Washington Monument. The White House is shown as a light blue circle; the Lincoln
Memorial, a green circle; the Jefferson Memorial,
Memorial as a purple circle, the Capitol building,
building a tan
circle. The small gray circles show other points of interest we will visit in later reports.
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Figure 2. Lay of the land.

Figure 3 is a view toward the west, highlighting the reflecting pool (A) and the Lincoln
Memorial (B). At the bottom right is the WW II Memorial (C), a recent addition to the Capital,
and not yet shown on some maps (including Figure 2). The Potomac River is visible across the
top of the figure (D); the city of Rosslyn, Virginia, at the upper right (E); the Lincoln Memorial
Bridge at the top-middle of the picture, making its way into Virginia (F). The Tidal Basin pond is
shown on the left side of Figure 3 (G), which is spanned by the Kutz Bridge (H).
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Figure 3. The view west.
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I wanted to stay at this west window of the monument for a longer time, but fellow tourists
slowly nudged me aside, and I reluctantly moved to the south view, shown in Figure 4. I was not
disappointed.
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Figure 4. The view south.

I have rotated the view toward the Jefferson Memorial, shown in the middle of Figure 4 (A). The
Tidal Basin is in the foreground (B) and behind the Memorial is East Potomac Park (C), the
subject of another report. The Potomac River is in the background (D), which makes its way
south past George Washington’s Mount Vernon home and into the Chesapeake Bay. To the near
south of the river, sits the Pentagon (barely visible) and Crystal City, Virginia (E). My townhome
apartment is three to four miles farther south of this scene, a place I use during snow storms to
stay in town and to be nearby an airport. The 14th Street and Mason Bridges are shown spanning
the Potomac River at the top of the Figure (F). You may recall the Florida Airlines plane that
crashed into the river just to the right of these bridges.
Let's head to the east side of the monument, as seen in Figure 5. The National Mall is the
rectangular strip of turf in the middle of the figure. The Capitol Building is located at the east
end of the Mall, shown at the top of Figure 5. Looking to the left side of the Mall, beginning at
the bottom of the figure:
A: Smithsonian Natural Museum of American History.
B: Smithsonian National Museum of Natural History.
C: National Gallery of Art, West Building.
D: National Gallery of Art, East Building.
E: Department of Agriculture.
F: Freer Gallery of Art.
G: Smithsonian Castle.
H: Hirshorn Museum.
I: Smithsonian Air and Space Museum.
J: Smithsonian Native American Museum.
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Figure 5. The view east.

When visiting Washington, DC, it is a good idea to reserve several days to see these places.
Scores of other museums, galleries, statues, monuments, memorials, as well as the ever-present
protest demonstrations on the mall are available in abundance to entertain you. Disneyland?
Sure, but why not go for the real thing.
We finish the 360o view from the Washington Monument with Figure 6. The Ellipse (under
repair) dominates the picture (A), and to the north is the White House (B). The Executive Office
Building---where much of the White House staff resides---is shown at C. Lafayette Park (a
subject in the "Looking for Lincoln" report) is identified with D; the Treasury Department at E.
The Willard Hotel is positioned at F, where Lincoln was said to have slept before assuming his
presidential duties. He did not sleep at this place, because the hotel where he stayed was razed in
the early 1900s.
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Figure 6. The view north.

About the Washington Monument
I close-out this report with a description of the Washington Monument itself. As mentioned, it is
the most visible building in Washington
Washington, DC because it is
the tallest: 555
55 ft. high. Its shape is m
modeled after an
Egyptian obelisk.
In the old days, the obelisk had significant religious
significance in the Middle East.. I have seen them in many
partss of the world, such as Turkey and several
Mediterranean Islands. The image is supposed to have
symbolized the sun god Ra.. Some historians claim people
thought it to be a petrified sun ray that radiated from the
sun to the earth. If so, it’s pointed in the wrong direction.
All obelisks I’ve seen point from the earth. I do not want to
be a spoil sport about the obelisk,
lisk, but I do not understand
how people could watch a stone mason create the structure,
and then declare it to be a sun ray. Or what it has to do with
George Washington.

Figure 7. Boo?
1

The top of the monument is capped by a pyramid that is
remindful of the hood of a KKK gown (See Figure 7). In
the evenings, the blinking red lights resemble the eyes of a
hung-over Klanner.1 These lights supposedly warn
warn-off any
airplanes that might be flying on an errant course toward
nearby National Airport.

Taken from a YouTube download.
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Figure 7. Views of the Washington Monument.

The walls of the monument are made of beautiful Maryland and Massachusetts marble, although
as you can see from the middle photo in Figure 7, the stone is in need of repair. A stairway of
897 steps leads to the observation room near the top of the monument, where visitors have
panoramic views of the District that we saw earlier in this report.
Washington’s Monumental Advice
I think of one of George Washington's quotes each time I pass by this edifice. As he was leaving
public service, he issued a warning to his countrymen, "It is our true policy to steer clear of a
permanent alliance with any portion of the foreign world."
Times have changed. America has alliances and associated obligations that reach into almost
every nook and cranny on earth. Uncle Sam now spreads democracy, saves sinners, sells Coca
Cola, and subjugates despots in the four corners of the world. They have become four powerful
contagions to George Washington's antidote against binding entanglements.
More Advice
A few days after my visit, the elevator at the monument stopped working. People at the top had
to walk down 897 steps. This made the 6 PM news on the local CBS news station. It was the
featured story for the 30-minute program… perhaps because a person in a wheel chair was
stranded at the top.
Newsman, "The elevator story is still unfolding. How will they get this person down?
Reporter: Stay tuned for the three-second answer after brief three-minute commercial from Acme
Elevator….whose motto is, ‘If you don’t like our first elevator, take our second one.’ "
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It must have been a slow news day. But perhaps not. These are the sorts of news items that stroke
our imaginations and lock us into the next advertisement.
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Addendum
America’s Capital
Observations
Past Treasures, Past Enjoyments
I have visited the Washington Monument many times, but this visit was the first since 9/11.
From my brief visit this day and equally brief visits to three other monuments in DC during this
sojourn, it was apparent the once casual openness of our nation’s treasured monuments is a thing
of the past. Security guards are more prominent than the pantheons they protect.
About this specific visit, tourists are now informed the Washington Monument has been
upgraded to keep all visitors safe:
- Visitors must obtain a pass (with the requirement to furnish identification) before entering the
structure. When I arrived in Washington, DC in 1965, there were no pass requirements to
visit a monument. The monument was essentially an open door. A tourist could come and go
as she or he pleased.
- Visitors can no longer walk up and down the stairs of this monument. Only elevators can be
used.
- Visitors cannot take bags, drinks, food, or hard-objects (such as a pewter mug I had just
purchased at a nearby museum) into the monument.
- Visitors cannot chew gum inside the monument or on the sidewalks next to the monument.
Let's clarify some of these points. The National Park Service personnel are personable, and I am
an avid supporter of this organization. I am also an avid supporter of security measures that
thwart wannabe terrorists from claiming their few milliseconds of self-delusional fame.
But with some rationality. On this occasion, three people behind us were instructed by a Park
Service employee to get rid of their gum.
- Park Service, "Madam, you can't chew gum here."
- Woman, "Que?"
- Park Service, "Chewing gum is not allowed at this monument."
The woman and her two companions jointly apologized, "Oh sorry!" as the woman removed the
gum from her mouth and put it in a nearby trash can.
What was going on? Was I in Singapore? I did some work in Singapore a few years ago when
the city had a ban on chewing gum. Betel nuts were permitted, but no chewing gum. Of course,
you could inhale gum, but you couldn't chew it. Because of this allowance, Bill Clinton would
have been a happy visitor. Anyway, not one Juicy Fruit stick could be found in the whole city of
Singapore.
- I entered into a conversation with them, "Can you believe you're in America? No chewing
gum allowed. It's un-American."
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- The woman who had just been declared as persona non gum grata responded, "Claro que si!
…Where are you from?"
- "America. How about you?"
- "Spain."
- Reporter, "Are you surprised about the chewing gum ban?”
- Woman, "Yes. But I wanted to tell that man I was chewing Spanish gum. Maybe that would
have made a difference."
We had a laugh at her joke. I did not offer that her unstated declaration of preferring a foreign
gum over an American gum might have resulted in her being banned from visiting the
Washington Monument---not to mention the USA.
We entered into the security area of the Washington Monument, exchanging ideas about the
differences between American and Spanish chewing gum, and American and Spanish security.
We talked about the dangers of Juicy Fruit (La Fruta de Juicy) during our elevator ride to the top
of the Monument. We also talked about the statue of Washington located on the ground floor. I
wanted to ask them if many Francisco Franco statues were scattered around Spain. Franco was a
repressive dictator (in power from 1939-1975) who favored Fascist and Nazi chewing gum. But I
did not know their political suasions, so I kept the topic focused on more neutral subjects. They
too went along and kept our conversation light.
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